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What is a bully? 

u USUALLY a person who picks on, torments, 
continually teases and plans ways to make 

another person feel lesser, sad, mad or 
defensive

OR

u a person who habitually seeks to harm or 
intimidate those whom they perceive as 

vulnerable*

*Google dictionary



College, Career, and LIFE readiness

u Being Life Ready means students leave high school with the grit, perseverance and 
resilience to tackle and achieve their goals. Students who are Life Ready possess the 
growth mindset that empowers them to approach their future with confidence, to dream 
big and to achieve big. Our nation’s schools provide social and emotional support and 
experiences to equip students with the Life Ready skills they will need for success in 
their future.
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HOW DO WE HELP OUR KIDS WITH THE 
KEY WORDS?

uGRIT- COURAGE AND RESOLVE, STRENGTH 
OF CHARACTER

uPERSEVERANCE- DOING SOMETHING IN 
SPITE OF DIFFICULTY OR DELAY IN 
ACHIEVING SUCCESS

uRESILIENCE-THE CAPACITY TO RECOVER 
QUICKLY FROM DIFFICULTIES*



Who is a bully? Why are they bullies? 
Who do they target?

u USUALLY a bully is someone who is made to feel or feels badly about 
themselves, they have been bullied by others, they are insecure about 
their own surroundings and about their life

u They need to pick on someone else in order to gain a sense of control.
They gain energy from picking on someone else; they are gaining an 
audience and attention from others. 

u They target the vulnerable, someone who acts differently, isn’t in the 
“in” group, someone who looks different, dresses differently, someone 
who is easily angered or set off easily. 

u They target someone who will not tell on them or stand up to them. 



A great YouTube video to help kids and 
parents

u https://youtu.be/-kqUGRndcUU

u From Great Schools- what signs you should watch for and how you can reach 
your child to talk about what’s going on. They can be embarrassed and 
resistant to share. This video clarifies a bit about what is the difference 
between teasing (still not ok) and bullying, helps parents get involved without 
letting emotions take over, and emphasizes that bullies pick on people they 
perceive to be weaker. 



SO WHAT DO WE DO? 
u Openly discuss the topic of bullying- at home, school, etc., 

u Explain the difference between teasing, one-time incidences and true 
bullying

u Talk about why a person is acting that way (as a bully)

u Talk about grit, perseverance, resilience- give examples

u Provide goals for your child to stand up, ignore, have a comeback.  (?)

u Share words and phrases, role play with your child

u READ with your child; WRITE with your child- teach journaling

u TALK to the other parents involved, tread lightly

u TALK to the school- ask for support, ask for extra ears

u AS teachers and administrators, we have special ways to “catch” the bully in 
action so that there is a level of protection when needed

u Provide consequences as outlined in rules

u Schools can provide bullying programs, presentations (actors) and openly 
discuss why bullies are bullies



BOOKS to help talk about bullying



Dear Bully, 70 Authors Share Their Stories



Why is bullying so much harder now?
u Social media is more brutal and permanent
u The power is stronger because you don’t have to see the other 

person’s face or reactions
u Making fun of your clothes or speech was much different than putting 

words and someone’s name in print for 100’s of others to see
u Others join in more easily when they are protected by the screen
u The pressure is on: to be perfect, to be popular, to be “in”
u Social media examples of bullying are easily accessible
u Mental illnesses are on the rise- anxiety, depression

u NOTE: There ARE consequences and records can be pulled by phone companies- parents and schools 
can access this



WHAT DO OUR KIDS NEED?
u Sense of control*

u Motivation*
u Downtime*
u Boundaries
u Modeling
u Love: TLC

u TIME

u *The Self-Driven Child, Stixrud and Johnson



WHAT DO OUR KIDS WANT? 
u Independence and Control

u Modeling: To be shown how to do something 

u To be included 

u To be left alone

u To be accepted in the “cool” group

u To have what “everyone else” has

u To be older than they are

u To be trusted

u To try new things, explore, navigate the world



WHAT IS OUR ROLE, AS A PARENT? 
u Pay attention- (watch for change in what they like, do, who they spend time with)

u TALK WITH them, help them see you as a person with needs and responsibilities, 
just like them

u BE there- Spend real TIME with them

u Help with homework, HELP-not do

u Show students ways to accomplish things in resourceful ways (ie: left homework 
at school= call a friend, write a letter to the teacher from the child, do similar 
problems you make up) 

u SET BOUNDARIES- technology, expectations (what works for your family?)

u SET bedtimes and provide for SLEEP, relaxation, shut down time (not tv time) **

u Model this sleep and shut down time

u Push for play dates, but not too hard- listen to what they need

u Explore extracurricular, but not too much

u Consider a tutor if homework time is a war zone



Technology theories and practices
u Practices vary from parent to parent, household to household

u Establish what will work for you- come up with household agreements

u Include yourself (blue light, etc.,) 

u Suggestions: 

u Sit with your child while they are on facebook, twitter, instagram 1x/wk

u Put all the phones in a “garage” recharger in a neutral zone: kitchen?

u Set time limits for ALL students

u Practice not overreacting when you see a text that is unkind or suggestive

u Ask questions? Listen. Talk with them about how things do and should make them 
feel

u Use phone as a consequence, let them know clear boundaries

u Check their email, texts; set some parent controls- discuss? 



It’s never too late (support and grow)
u Be an outside observer:

u What habits have you fallen into with your child?

u Are you on the phone, tv, electronics? How long are 
these on in your home? 

u Do you do “homework” too?

u Where does your child do homework? 

u What would your child say are the boundaries? 

u What are your family beliefs/values? Are they posted? 
Are decisions made around them?

u When do you have time to talk with your 
child/children? 



WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOLS? 
u Schools take the role of Social Emotional Learning very seriously. 

u Goals are included in the curriculum and instruction models from 
Kindergarten on. 

u Skills are interwoven into classroom activities and lessons. 

u Teachers WATCH, LISTEN, GROUP, work with students on small group levels 
and individually. Expectations and goals are posted. 

u Administrators OBSERVE, address concerns from all, and set expectations for 
behaviors during less structured times.

u Lunchroom staff are trained/being trained to interact, watch and listen for 
teasing, bullying, and respect for all. 

u Social contracts are posted in all classrooms; rules and consequences are 
listed in the student/parent handbook (on website).



Kindergarten SEL goals (sample)

u Unit Guiding Statements/Questions

u Unit Conceptual (Enduring) Understanding Our classroom is a community made up of 
many different (unique) individuals, and we come together to help each other learn. 

u Week 1 Essential Question What makes everyone different (unique)? 

u Week 2 Essential Question What does it mean to be a member of a classroom community?  

u Week 3 Essential Question How can we solve problems in our classroom or           
family? (who to go to for help, how to be a problem solver) 

u Week 4 Essential Question How can I make my classroom a better place? (be kind, help 
others, etc.) 

u Week 5 Essential Question  



1st grade SEL goals (sample)

u Unit	Guiding	Statements/Questions/Required	Read	Aloud	as	Hook

u Unit	Conceptual	(Enduring)	Understanding We	can	demonstrate	positive	character	traits	to	have	
relationships	with	others.	 Kid	friendly	- “The	way	I	treat	others	affects	my	friendships.”

u Week	1	Essential	Question What	does	it	mean	to	be	a	good	friend?	How	To	Be	A	Friend:	A	Guide	to		
Making	Friends	and	Keeping	Them

u Week	2	Essential	Question How	should	a	friend	treat	and	be	treated	by	others? Do	Unto	Otters	

u Week	3	Essential	Question Why	is	it	important	to	control	impulsive	behavior?	Teamwork	Isn’t	My	
Thing,	and	I	Don’t	Like	to	Share!	

u Week	4	Essential	Question How	does	our	behavior	affect	our	friendships	with	others?	Frog	and	Toad	
Storybook	Treasury

u Week	5	Essential	Question How	can	you	solve	problems	to	maintain	friendships? Lily’s	Purple	Plastic	
Purse	

u Week	6	Essential	Question How	can	we	meet	the	needs	of	our	friends	and	others	for	comfort	and	
assistance? The	Way	I	Feel	



Some Videos to share:
u https://youtu.be/4mrE5zgEvt4 What is a bully and ideas about what kids 

should do to get support, how not to tolerate it and how to be stronger. 

u https://youtu.be/rO1JYlfSEe4 A bit longer example about what kids go 
through, how they reach out, how it impacts their daily life at school- their 
health, mental well being and anxiety. (British version)

u https://youtu.be/-kqUGRndcUU link to signs of when your child might be 
being bullied (shared earlier in presentation)

u https://youtu.be/0m5ZxeOZsLw Mean girls (middle school) Why in the world 
do they get to have their phones with them, on and audible during the day? 
(Schools have different policies for this.) Parents can have rules for this, too.



Working together, 
we can help our kids flourish!


